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Abstract. Sign languages comprise parallel aspects and use several mo-
dalities to form a sign but so far it is not clear how to best combine these
modalities in the context of statistical sign language recognition. We in-
vestigate early combination of features, late fusion of decisions, as well as
synchronous combination on the hidden Markov model state level, and
asynchronous combination on the gloss level. This is done for five modal-
ities on two publicly available benchmark databases consisting of chal-
lenging real-life data and less complex lab-data, the state-of-the-art typ-
ically focusses on. Using modality combination, the best published word
error rate on the SIGNUM database (lab-data) is improved from 11.9%
to 10.7% and from 55% to 41.9% on the RWTH-PHOENIX-Weather
database (challenging real-life data).

Keywords: Automatic Sign Language Recognition, Modality Combi-
nation, Hidden Markov Model, Single View Video, Speech Recognition.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Sign languages are natural, visual languages used by the Deaf and, in part, the
hard-of-hearing communities world-wide as their main communication tool. In
contrast to spoken languages, sign languages convey their meaning not only by
one information channel/modality but by a number of modalities such as body
pose, facial expression, as well as both hands which occur in parallel. This non-
sequential aspect of sign languages poses a challenge to statistical sign language
recognition systems which are typically based on speech recognition systems and
expect signs to be composed of a sequence of sub-units.

The combination of not perfectly synchronous modalities has been tackled in
the area of audio-visual speech recognition where audio information and visual
information of the mouth region are combined to improve speech recognition
in noisy environments. Verma et al. [17] investigated early and late integration
of modalities finding that in this context late integration improves on early
integration. Different structures of hidden Markov models (HMM) such as multi-
stream and product HMM [9,10], pairwise and asynchronous HMM [2], and
factorial and coupled HMM [12,11] have been investigated taking into account
the dominant role of the audio stream. Although those results indicate that the
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coupled HMM is a good model choice, this finding cannot be transferred directly
to sign language recognition because here modalities are more strongly decoupled
than in audio-visual speech recognition and there is no ”master” modality.

Addressing sign language respective gesture recognition, Tran et al. [16] use
multi-stream HMM and early fusion of posture features for continuous action
recognition showing improved detection accuracy for a set of five actions. Vogler
and Metaxas [18] investigate parallel hidden Markov models (PaHMM) for recog-
nition of continuous American Sign Language (ASL) using cyber-gloves for fea-
ture extraction. They report an improvement from 6.7% to 5.8% word error rate
(WER) for 22 signs using 400 training and 99 test sentences. Deng and Tsui [3]
used PaHMMs for isolated ASL sign recognition and combined hand trajecto-
ries and right hand postures. Wang et al. [19] applied PaHMMs to the task of
isolated, large vocabulary, recognition of Chinese sign language with 2435 signs
using data gloves for data acquisition and hand orientations, shapes and posi-
tions as features achieving a recognition error rate of 16%. Theodorakis et al. [15]
evaluated product HMMs for the recognition of 93 isolated, Greek sign language
signs and reported that an asynchronous combination of features outperformed a
synchronous combination. Ong et al. [13] proposed using boosted sequential trees
for isolated sign recognition. Although not explicitly tested, the feature selection
process allows to combine different modalities within the learned models.

So far, work on modality combination for sign language has a number of short-
comings due to the difficulty of the problem and a lack of suitable databases.
First, the majority of work considers only the recognition of isolated signs instead
of continuous sign language. Second, the used databases are typically created in
a research lab specifically for pattern recognition or linguistic research which is
typically removed from sign language in the wild. Third, data/feature acquisition
is often simplified by using cyber or colored gloves, body markers, or calibrated
stereo cameras while in the majority of real-life scenarios only a single camera is
available. To tackle part of the above shortcomings, we compare four modality
combination techniques for the recognition of continuous German sign language
from single-view video. The modality combination techniques are early combi-
nation of the modalities in the feature space (feature combination), late combi-
nation of system decisions (system combination), as well as the combination on
state level for HMMs (synchronous combination) and the combination on gloss
level (asynchronous combination). Experimental results on the publicly avail-
able, large vocabulary, German sign language databases SIGNUM (lab-data) and
RWTH-PHOENIX-Weather (challenging ”real-life” data recorded from public
TV) indicate that synchronous and asynchronous combinations are the methods
of choice outperforming the best published WERs on both databases.

2 System Overview and Features

The sign language recognition system used in this paper is based on the freely
available open source speech recognition system RASR [14]. Given a sequence of
features xT

1 = x1, . . . , xT , the system searches for an unknown sequence of words
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wN
1 = w1, . . . , wN for which the sequence of features xT

1 best fits the learned
models. To this end, the posterior probability p(wN

1 |xT
1 ) over all possible word

sequences wN
1 with unknown number of words N is maximized. Using Bayes’

decision rule, casting the visual model p(xT
1 |wN

1 ) as the marginal over all possible
HMM temporal state sequence sT1 = s1, . . . , sT for word sequence wN

1 , as well
as assuming a first order Markov dependency and maximum approximation,

xT
1 → [wN

1 ]opt = argmax
wN

1

{
p(wN

1 )max
sT1

{
p(xt|st, wN

1 ) · p(st|st−1, w
N
1 )

}}
(1)

where p(wN
1 ) is the language model. Time-synchronous word-conditioned tree

search with dynamic programming is used expanding all state hypotheses Qv(t, s)
in all trees for each time step t.

Qv(t, s) = max
σ

{p(xt, s|σ) ·Qv(t− 1, σ)} (2)

denoting the joint probability for the best partial path up to time t ending in
state s with the best predecessor state σ and predecessor word v. In case of a
word end state the state hypotheses of the previous time step are weighted by
the language model to obtain new state hypotheses for the next word.

Qv(t, s = 0) = max
u

{p(v|u) ·Qu(t, Sv)}, (3)

where u is the predecessor word at the previous time step, v is the predecessor
of the new state hypothesis, Sv is the ending state of word v, s = 0 is the virtual
starting state, and p(v|u) is a bigram language model for simplification. A new
state tree with predecessor word v and virtual starting state s = 0 is then started
and the whole process repeated until the end of the current sentence is reached.

Features: In this work, the focus is on the combination of different modalities
and not answering the questions which modalities or which feature to use for a
given modality. Features and their respective parameters have been empirically
optimized for the databases described in Section 4. Five modalities are addressed
in this work:

a) Full Upper Body and Body Pose
b) Right Hand Shape and Orientation
c) Left Hand Shape and Orientation

d) Facial Expression
e) Movement Trajectory and Position

Modality a is represented by a PCA-reduced, temporal stack of ±w video frames
encoding complete body-pose and pose change over time. PCA is applied for each
color channel separately. For the SIGNUM database, original video frames are
scaled to 32×32 pixels and to 53×65 pixels for the RWTH-PHOENIX-Weather
(PHOENIX) database. w is set to 4 respectively 2 for SIGNUM and PHOENIX
and the final feature dimension is 210.

Modalities b and c are represented by HoG3D features [8] extracted using
a non-dense spatio-temporal grid from spatio-temporal volumes of ±4 hand
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patch images cropped automatically using dynamic programming tracking [4]
for SIGNUM (tracking error rate: 10.2% (right-hand), 32.4% (left-hand) on an
annotated subset). Ground-truth coordinates are used for PHOENIX.

A person independent active appearance model of the face is fitted to each
video frame resulting in 109 fitting parameters which form the features for modal-
ity d. Both, HoG3D and face features are stacked over ±4 frames for SIGNUM
and ±2 frames for PHOENIX, and reduced to 200 dimensions via PCA.

Finally, modality e is represented by the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
movement of the right hand within a time window of 2δ+1 frames. Additionally,
the hand’s position w.r.t. the nose is added. Because the movement trajectory
has only little discriminative power, the final feature vectors are concatenated
to the feature vectors of modality b.

3 Modality Combination Techniques

In the following, we discuss feature, synchronous, asynchronous, and system
combination. The training of visual models is identical for all strategies.

Feature Combination
The idea in feature combination is to concatenate I feature sets (xt,1, . . . , xt,i,

. . . , xt,I) to one vector xt = [xt,1 · · ·xt,i · · ·xt,I ]
�

and use it to train a single
HMM model. While the advantage of this approach is the ability to use the
same approach for recognition as used for single feature sets, its main drawback
is its inflexibility. For each combination of feature sets a new model has to be
trained and evaluated. Furthermore, the feature dimension is strongly increased
making dimension reduction a necessity. For the results reported in this work
PCA reduction is always performed after feature concatenation.

Synchronous Combination
A more flexible approach to combine different modalities for recognition is the
synchronous combination using multi-stream HMMs. In contrast to feature com-
bination, modalities are trained separately and only joined in the recognition
process. At each time step t, all visual models are evaluated, each with its own
feature set, and the visual probabilities are combined to one probability:

xT
1 → [wN

1 ]opt = argmax
wN

1

{
p(wN

1 )

·max
sT1

{
T∏

t=1

I∏
i=1

p(xt,i|st, wN
1 )γi · p(st|st−1, w

N
1 )

}}
(4)

where xt,i is the feature set of model i at time step t, and γi is the weighting

factor of modality i with
∑I

i γi = 1.
The advantage of this approach is the ability to model each feature set sep-

arately. This allows faster individual training and optimization of the model
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end end

Fig. 1. Asynchronous Combination of HMM-based systems using parallel HMM

parameters for each modality. On the other hand, the different models are con-
nected lock-step-wise, meaning that all models always are in the same HMM
state and must have the same HMM topology, which is also restricting.

Asynchronous Combination
The idea of asynchronous combination is to recognize each word individually
by each model and join and synchronize the decisions only at word boundaries.
Each model can be freely aligned to the features of a word by choosing its
own sequence of state transitions. Asynchronous combination is especially suited
for sign language recognition because of signs being composed of several, not
perfectly synchronous components.

As depicted in Fig. 1, the asynchronous strategy is able to use models with
different HMM topologies. For simplification and better comparison between
different approaches we chose to use only models of the same topology in this
work. To formalize the asynchronous combination, we want to find the best
sequence of states stn,itn−1+1,i for each model i going from time step tn−1 +1 to tn
for word n where tn is the time step where word wn ends. For simplification, we
put all states in time step t into a vector of states λt = [st,1, · · · , st,i, · · · , st,I ]� .
Leading to the recognition formula:

xT
1 → [wN

1 ]opt = argmax
wN

1

max
tN1

{
N∏

n=1

[
p(wn|wn−1

1 )

· max
λtn
tn−1+1

{
tn∏

t=tn−1+1

p(xt, λt|λt−1, wt)

}]}
(5)

The word conditioned tree search introduced in Section 2 is modified to match
the asynchronous combination strategy. The probability p(xt, s|σ) depends now
on state vector λ and the predecessor state vector ν = [σ1, · · · , σi, · · · , σI ]

�
. So

with p(xt, λ|ν) = p(xt|λ) · p(λ|ν) follows that recursion Equation 2 changes to

Qv(t, λ) = max
σ

{p(xt|λ) · p(λ|ν) ·Qv(t− 1, ν)} (6)

with

p(xt, λ) =

I∏
i=1

p(xt, λi)
γi and p(λ, ν) =

I∏
i=1

p(λi, σi)
γi (7)
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Fig. 2. Example frames from SIGNUM (left) and PHOENIX (right)

Table 1. Single Signer Statistics of SIGNUM and PHOENIX

SIGNUM PHOENIX
Training Test Training Test

# frames 416,620 114,230 46,282 6751

# sentences 1809 531 304 47
# running glosses 11,109 2805 3309 487
vocabulary size 455 - 266 -
# singletons 0 0 90 -
# out-of-vocabulary [%] - 3.6 - 1.6

perplexity (3-gram) 17.8 72.2 15.9 34.9

satisfying
∑I

i γi = 1. The second recursion Equation 3 accordingly changes to

Qv(t, λ = 0) = max
u

{p(v|u) ·Qu(t, Λv)} (8)

with the vector of all ending states Λv = [Sv,1, · · · , Sv,i, · · · , Sv,I , ]
�
.

System Combination
The idea of system combination is to fuse decisions of individual systems on the
sentence level. To this end an acyclic graph is created during the recognition
process containing all possible word sequences which can be detected in the test
data set by the used model. Each edge is labeled with a word and the probability
to choose this word for the current path. The graphs of different systems are
combined to choose the best common recognition path for each sentence using
a modified version of the recognizer output voting error reduction ((i)ROVER)
[7]. The great advantage of system combination is the ability to apply each
recognizer isolated to the data with separately optimized parameters.

4 Databases

Modality combination techniques have been tested on the single signer setups
of the SIGNUM database [1], representing ’lab-data’ created for pattern recog-
nition purposes, and the recently created RWTH-PHOENIX-Weather database
(PHOENIX) [5], representing challenging ’real-life’ data recorded from German
public TV. Both databases contain videos of continuous signing in German sign
language recorded by a single camera in frontal view and are annotated using
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Table 2. Multi Signer Statistics of SIGNUM

SIGNUM MS
Training Test

# frames 3,618,630 996,270

# sentences 15,075 4425
# running glosses 92,575 23,350
vocabulary size 455 -
# singletons 0 0
# out-of-vocabulary [%] - 3.6

perplexity (3-gram) 17.8 72.2

gloss notation effectively labeling the meaning of a sign rather than the actual vi-
sual appearance. Example frames from the single signer setups of both databases
are shown in Fig. 2 and key statistics are subsumed in Table 1.

SIGNUM Database
In the SIGNUM database, a native signer wearing black clothes in front of a dark
blue background signs predefined sentences taken from the domain ’daily life’.
Videos are recorded at 780× 580 pixels and 30 frames per second (fps). Special
to the SIGNUM database is that every sentence of the 603 unique training and
177 unique testing sentences is performed thrice by the signer.

PHOENIX Database
Videos (25 fps, resolution 210× 260 pixels) of the PHOENIX database show a
hearing interpreter in dark clothes (short and long-sleeve) in front of a grayish,
artificial background interpreting on-the-fly the spoken weather forecast of the
German public TV-station PHOENIX. Containing ’real-life’ data, the videos of
PHOENIX pose a strong challenge to computer vision and recognition systems
because of high signing speed, motion blur, out-of-plane rotations, strong facial
expressions, and classifier signs.

5 Experimental Results

Experiments have been carried out using the setups described in Section 4. All
error rates are reported in WER measuring the minimum number of insertions,
deletions and substitutions needed to transform the recognized into the ground-
truth sentence. For both databases, left-to-right HMMs with Bakis topology and
Gaussian mixture densities trained using EM-algorithm and maximum likelihood
criterion are used. The optimal number of HMM states for each gloss has been
learned from single gloss, ground-truth annotation for PHOENIX and estimated
from the state alignment of a baseline system for SIGNUM. The number of
Gaussians has been optimized for the single modality systems for both databases.
A trigram language model using modified Kneser-Ney discounting is used in
all experiments. The language model scale (weighting of language versus visual
model) is optimized for each experiment. In case of synchronous, asynchronous
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Table 3. Single Modality Baseline Results on PHOENIX and SIGNUM

WER% WER%
PHOENIX SIGNUM PHOENIX SIGNUM

Full Frame 80.1 31.6 Face 62.6 89.3
Right Hand 45.2 12.5 Right Hand Traj. 42.1 14.2
Left Hand 63.9 51.0

Table 4. Modality Combination Results on PHOENIX and SIGNUM

WER% WER%
PHOENIX SIGNUM PHOENIX SIGNUM

Feature Combination System Combination

Full Frame + Right Hand 62.8 16.1 49.5 12.4
Full Frame + Left Hand 70.2 27.7 66.7 30.5
Right Hand + Left Hand 51.1 13.3 48.0 12.5
Right Hand + Face 45.8 33.8 48.3 12.5

Full Frame + Right Hand Traj 61.2 17.0 46.2 13.5
Right Hand Traj + Left Hand 45.6 14.4 46.2 13.9
Right Hand Traj + Face 45.0 28.8 46.2 13.9

Synchronous Combination Asynchronous Combination

Full Frame + Right Hand 45.2 10.8 45.2 10.7
Full Frame + Left Hand 63.7 25.9 63.9 25.3
Right Hand + Left Hand 42.9 12.0 43.3 12.0
Right Hand + Face 45.0 12.5 44.4 12.5

Full Frame + Right Hand Traj 42.1 12.9 42.1 12.9
Right Hand Traj + Left Hand 41.9 13.5 41.9 13.5
Right Hand Traj + Face 41.9 14.2 42.1 14.2

and system combination the trained models of respective single modality systems
are used and the weighting parameters of the modalities are optimized.

In the following, modalities a to e are referred to as Full Frame, Right Hand,
Left Hand, Face and Right Hand Trajectory. Table 3 subsumes the baseline re-
sults obtained using only one modality. Comparing the results on PHOENIX
to the results of SIGNUM the difference in recognition performance is striking.
Containing ’real-life’ data recorded outside the research lab, PHOENIX poses
a harder challenge than SIGNUM. For example, considering Full Frame, the
signer in SIGNUM is centered in the video and hardly changes his body pose
while PHOENIX contains strong variations in body pose leading to a WER
of 80.1%. Results for Left Hand are worse than Right Hand results for both
databases because both signers are right dominant. In contrast to SIGNUM
where Right Hand Trajectory does not improve over Right Hand due to slow
signing, PHOENIX results are improved by the movement modality. Further-
more, SIGNUM contains hardly any facial expressions leading to a high WER
for this modality.

Going beyond single modalities, combination experiments have been car-
ried out using all single modality systems listed in Table 3. In this work only
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combinations of two modalities are considered without loss of generality and the
results are listed in Table 4. Experimental results using more than two modalities
indicate similar findings and are omitted here for brevity. Please note that we are
interested in the question of how to combine modalities and not in the question
which modalities to combine to obtain optimal recognition performance.

All modality combination strategies investigated improve recognition results
for all modality combinations considered over the baseline of the poorer of both
modalities. Only synchronous and asynchronous combination yield results that
are consistently either better than or equal to the best single modality system
used in the respective combination. The combination of modalities into a joint
feature space is too strict and suffers from the curse of dimensionality. System
combination suffers from the low number of combined systems as well as systems
making too similar recognition errors.

Furthermore, there is hardly any difference in results between synchronous
and asynchronous combination but the time complexity of the asynchronous
combination as presented here scales polynomial in the number of modalities
while synchronous combination scales linearly. Currently, this makes the syn-
chronous combination the method of choice since the added flexibility of the
asynchronous combination due to different HMM topologies for each modality
is not investigated in this work.

After evaluating the different combination strategies in single signer setups,
recognition was also performed on the SIGNUM multi signer database (Table 2),
consisting of 24 additional signers. Findings were similar to the single signer case
albeit of higher recognition error rates. For example, asynchronous combination
of full frame (49.5% single stream) and right-hand (23.6% single stream) modal-
ities achieved 23.4% WER improving slightly over the best single stream result.
For better comparison, the same parameters were applied to single and multi
signer setups, better results should be achieved by optimizing parameters for the
multi signer database.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We investigated four modality combination techniques for five different modal-
ities. The technique of asynchronous combination has been incorporated into a
state-of-the-art, large-vocabulary sign language recognition system using word
conditioned tree search and dynamic programming. Modality combination tech-
niques have been evaluated on the two publicly available, large-vocabulary, sign
language databases SIGNUM (lab-data) and PHOENIX (challenging real-life
data). Synchronous and asynchronous combination strategies were found to out-
perform feature combination and system combination approaches in the con-
text of combination of two modalities. Using modality combination strategies
the best, to the best of our knowledge, published recognition results of 11.9%
WER [6] on the SIGNUM database and 55.0% WER [5] on PHOENIX were
improved to 10.7% WER respectively 41.9% WER. While synchronous and
asynchronous combination differ hardly in results in the presented comparison,
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the asynchronous combination has been restricted to the same HMM topology
for all modalities as the synchronous combination for the sake of comparison.
In future work, we will investigate the influence of the added flexibility of the
asynchronous combination on recognition results for large vocabulary continuous
sign language recognition.
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